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libraries are endowed with a surprisingly large
number of Samaritan manuscripts ; so many, in fact, that
catalogues are still appearing with new listings1 and uncatalogued
collections still remain which are known only to a handful of
scholar^.^ It might well seem from these circumstances that
the scholarly world is sufficiently well-endowed with Samaritan
manuscripts to enable scholars to develop their studies of the
Samaritan people and their religious practices, customs and
literature, with confidence. In fact, the contrary is true ; there
is a real dearth of chronological information, to the extent that,
for example, even basic relationships, such as the question of the
i the Kitib a1 Tabakh,
priority of the codes of the Kitib a1 K ~ fand
are still not ~ e t t l e d . ~One of the problems is that too many
manuscripts are undated--or wrongly dated-and amongst the
undated manuscripts are texts for which some chronological
information would be most valuable.
Of the undated manuscripts some were so in their original

* The alphabet tables and plates which illustrate this article are to appear at
the end of Part 11, in the following BULWIN. It was felt that this procedure,
which was necessary to avoid duplication, would cause the least inconvenience
to the reader, since the argument in Part I is based in the main on printed and
accessible visual material, whereas the argument in Part I1 relies heavily on the
new visual material presented in the tables.
l E.g. Zuhair Shunnar. Katalog Smnaritanischer Handschr$ten (Berlin. 1974). I
(= KSH).
a As yet unlisted in a specialist catalogue are a number of interesting Samaritan
manuscripts in Keble College, Oxford. My own unpublished check-list is the
only catalogue known to me. A new catalogue of all the Keble manuscripts
which will include a description of the Samaritan manuscripts is in the process
of publication. References to this material are made by permission of the Warden
and Fellows of Keble.
It is to be hoped that the current researches of J. R. Boyd, for his Doctoral
dissertation at the University of Sydney, will resolve this problem by showing that
the K& depends directly on the Tabakh.
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state, such as amulets and phylacteries, which are rarely, if ever,
dated. Often enough liturgical manuscripts are also undated.
In the case of other undated manuscripts the requisite information is no longer available because of circumstances such as
the loss of pages, especially in the case of those which bore a
chronogram/Tashqil, or a colophon. We may possess a mere
fragment of the original. This is true especially of Torah manuscripts. Determination of chronology is of self-evident importance. It is especially important for Samaritan manuscripts
because these have their own problems which can be resolved by
supplying both information as to the date when they were written,
and, wherever possible, data relating to provenance. Amongst
these problems we must note that there are many manuscripts
in western libraries which were written especially for sale to
nineteenth- and twentieth-century travellers who made the
pilgrimage *' to Nablus.' We may also note that Samaritan
scribes supplied modern manuscripts, or portions thereof, with
written dates which claimed astonishing antiquity. They also attributed traditions to older, worn materials that, likely enough, came
from the anonymity of a Cenizah, to enhance their sale value.'
16

In the Public Library of New South Wales there are a number of rolled leaves
which have been carefully printed to simulate manuscripts. These leaves
represent two sheets of a Torah scroll and were apparently part of a batch of
sections put together to make "Torah Scrolls" for sale to tourists. In my
possession is a letter of Jacob Kohen, the priest of Nablus, printed in some year
not long after 1927 to which is attached a list of sixty-two manuscripts being
offered for sale. One of these is a Torah scroll, now owned by the University
of Sydney, for which three thousand pounds was originally asked. It is manuscript. Avaricious entrepreneurs seem to have cashed in on the demand for
Samaritan manuscripts. The Public Library of New South Wales owns what
can only be described as " Samaritan tea towels "-linen sqdares printed in the
Samaritan script. Ostensibly these are the Samaritan decalogue, but they are,
dearly, the Masoretic version. One can say with near certainty that they were
notwritten by asarnaritanora Jew (from the mistake in the gender of the h e a d i n g
Ten Commandments). They bear the dates 6 July 1859 and 28 July 1859 and
the name Jerusalem. Plates of these are appended (PI.5 and 6). See the discussion below, in Part 11.
'E. Robertson. " The Ancient Scroll of the Samaritans Caster Centenary
Publication, ed. B. Schindler (London, 1958). p. 4 (= GCP), observes, " T h e
Samaritans have an unenviable reputation for deceit. .
Here we may note
that Keble MS. 75, part of an amulet, is reputed to have been worn under the
breastplate of the Samaritan High Priest. The claim is dubious, to say the least.
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This study attempts to establish a palaeographical sequence so
that we can use the writing of a manuscript in order to date it.'
If we can supply a date even within a period of a century we
are at least in the position of being able to make informed and
objective comments on some of the problems noted. Possibly
we may be able to contribute to resolving questions of priority
between manuscripts.
Scholars commonly use a variety of techniques for dating
manuscripts. The first, and perhaps the most obvious, is the
study of the materials of which manuscripts are made and on
which their text is written. This is the skill that Cruijs2 has
et Ccriture :-l'examen
des
termed " ' codicographie '-codex
elements matCriels du manuscrit
There are limitations to what may be expected from such
'L
mechanical " studies and we are not yet sufficiently wellinformed about Samaritan codex production-about the paper
that was used in the paper-leaved manuscripts, about their inks
and their variations, and about the types of parchment employed.
Cruijs observed3 that studies of codices should not be studies of
single manuscripts but of collectionsof manuscripts, and the fundamental comparative work on Samaritan codices has not yet been
done, or, at least, has not been published.
A second method of dating is to study the scribal characteristics
and techniques employed and compare them with those of other

".

Cf. also Keble MS. 85 which claims the date of 300 A.H. in writing on the back
of the fragment of the Torah Scroll. " I .. Joseph, son of Abraham son of
Isaac, the priest the Leuite of Shechem. Thanked be Cod, . year 300 of the rule
of the Ishmaelites, the peace of Cod be on Moses son of Amram, Amen." As
the italicized words betray, the scroll must postdate the assumption of the priesthood by the Levitical lineage in the seventeenth century, so it must be close to
eight hundred years later than the date claimed. The script is cursive.
I am heavily indebted to Dr. Frank Taylor, the former Keeper of Manuscripts and Deputy Director of the John Rylands University Library of Manchester. Dr. Taylor encouraged the continuation of this study at a time when
the initial approaches were not showing results, and he advised me in my reading
on the subject of western palaeography. His belief that Samaritan palaeography
is responsive to chronological treatment is, I trust, vindicated by this study.
a Albert Cruijs, " PalCographie, Codicologie et Archkologie du Livre,
Questions de MCthodologie et de Terminologie in La Paliographie Hibraique
Medievale, Paris. 1974 (Colloques Internationaux Du Centre Nationale de la
PHM, p. 23.
Recherche Scientifique), p. 20 (= PHM).

.
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scripts the chronological sequence of which is known. This
method has been applied to Samaritan manuscripts in majuscule
(though not to minuscule), but opinions differ as to its validity.
T h e stature of those scholars who deny the value of palaeography
at all for the study of Samaritan manuscripts is such that researchers have been discouraged. Edward Robertson' was one
of the first to speak out against the value of palaeography for
L
dating Samaritan manuscripts. He wrote : Palaeography, so
useful in the case of most scripts, is unfortunately, in this matter,
of little help. T h e Samaritan majuscule script was, from very
early times, so stereotyped, that no great variation from precise
form appears to have o~curred."~ In recent years Shmaryahu
Talmon3 has echoed Robertson's cautionary words with the
statement that
Samaritan palaeography is not sufficiently
developed to allow of the dating of manuscripts by palaeographic
evidence. T h e marked tendency of the Samaritan scribes to
imitate the majuscule ductus of predecessors resulted in a
relatively stereotyped script which makes it practically impossible
to establish a developmental sequence of letter forms .
What we propose to show in this study is that it is perfectly
possible to establish a developmental sequence of letter forms.
T h e apparent stability of the Samaritan script stems from the
failure to realize that provenance as well as date is an influential
factor. One must differentiate between scribal centres. Once
this is done the apparent stability disappears.
Robertson and Talmon preferred to use a third technique of
dating, namely, the observation of such scribal characteristics
(other than the style of writing) as the degree to which manu6

66

.

l- E. Robertson. Catalogue of the Smnaritan Manuscripts in the John Rylands
Libray at Manchester, vol. i (Manchester. 1938) and vol. ii (1962) (= CJRL. i
...
or 11).
CJRL i, pp. xxiv-xxv. Robertson may well have been expressing contemporary scholarly beliefs rather than innovating, for a similar view is expressed
by C. W. Dugmore. " Two Samaritan Manuscripts in the Library of Queen's
College, Cambridge ",JTS, xxxvi (1935), 134. Dugmore quoted Caster on the
subject, although Caster himself used palaeographic comparisons for dating.
S. Talmon. "Some Unrecorded Fragments of the Hebrew Pentateuch in
the Samaritan Version Textus. iii. 60-73.
Ibid. p. 61.

".
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scripts were punctuated and their layout, which they believed
developed in a regular fashion in the course of time.'
This technique had the self-evident limitation in that it
could not be applied to manuscripts other than those of the
Pentateuch. Even when applied to Pentateuch manuscripts
there was the drawback that the system gave only the broadest
LL
indication of chronology, in which such terms as early" or
" late " were the principal descriptions. Closer definition of
scribal characteristics to centuries, let alone half centuries, is not
possible within the limits of our current evidence. T h e present
writer who, previously, had also rejected palaeography in favour
of the Robertson-Talmon technique for dating,' nevertheless
noted that some caution was necessary in assessing the state of
Samaritan scribal characteristics, for one single manuscript could
LL
present early *' and " late " features on different pages for
reasons that were not clear.s After handling numerous Samaritan
manuscripts in various European libraries, he is all the more
certain of the need for caution. Not only are the characteristics
described by Talmon and Robertson n i t as consistent as they
would have us believe4 but the inconsistencies may also derive

'

CJRL i, loc. cit. and Talmon, ibid. Cf. also Guy Dominique Sixdenier,
Remarques sur la PalCographie Samaritaine ", ]A, vol. 248, no. 2 (1960),
pp. 189-96 (= LPS). On p. 189 Sixdenier gives a brief critique of Robertson's
work.
'A. D. Crown, " The Abisha Scroll of the Samaritans ", Bulletin of the John
Rylands Unioersity L i b r a y of Manchester, lviii (1975-76). 36-65 (= AS).
Ibid. pp. 48-49.
In a series of spot checks on the work of Robertson and Talmon, their hypothesis was found to be generally sound but wanting in matters of detail. The
follolving is a summary of the results of examining a number of manuscripts :
B.L. MS. Or. 2683. A.D. 1356. The Tetragrammaton is both split and retracted
from the margin on the same folio, e.g. fo. 42. On some folios the Tetragrammaton is not retracted at the end of a line when it appears in the middle of a
sentence, but it is retracted when the end of a sentence and the end of a line
coincide. The word-separator dot is employed at the end of a line of text. Both
" one letter " and " two letter " separation are found, apparently depending on
the length of a word.
B.L. MS. Or. 1444. A.D. 1495. The Tetragrammaton is retracted. There is
no word-separator dot at the ends of lines. There are no syntactic pauses at the
foot of each page. The lines tend to be " set solid " so that there is no marked
letter separation. The manuscript is neither a " one letter " nor a " two letter "
manuscript.
4.
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from schools of writers. They may depend as much on the
provenance of the manuscript the scribe copied as on its age and
the date when he made his copy. We must recognize, then, that
this technique may involve more complex matters than have
been previously brought into consideration.
Despite the scholarly reservations noted about the possibility
of palaeographic dating, attempts have been made to set up
developmental sequences for Samaritan majuscule. T h e writer
has discussed some of these attempts elsewhere,' but experience
since then has suggested the need to modify some of the opinions
he expressed and has reinforced some of the criticisms he made.
Since the work of our predecessors in this endeavour is most
instructive in regard to problems of method and procedure, we
must examine the findings of each scholar, even though this may
mean some duplication of the earlier study. This kind of analysis
is not done in any spirit of " Dissertation writing " nor for the
sake of pejorative criticism. There are valuable clues as to what
is a sound and valid method in the work of almost every researcher
on Samaritan palaeography, and, equally, there are errors in
methodology which, when exposed, warn us what we must not
do. It would be a cardinal error in our own method to ignore
the labours of our predecessors.
Moses Caster made several attempts to date Samaritan
manuscripts by applying the technique of palaeography.2 His

B.L. Add. MS. 21581. A.D. 1434-5. The Tetragrammaton is retracted.
The manuscript has occasionally a "two letter" separation and occasionally
folios with no separation. There are occasional page-end syntactic pauses.
E.g., out of ten successive page endings four have syntactic pauses.
Keble MS. 83. A.D. 1519. The Tetragrammaton is not retracted but neither
is it divided. There are no word-separator dots at the ends of lines. There is
a syntactic pause on each page. Predominantly " one letter " separation. but the
left-hand margin is not symmetrical. The University of Sydney has a Samaritan
manuscript, a twentieth-century Torah scroll, in which the Tetragrammaton is
sometimes split. It has " two letter " separation. In six successive columns
there are three syntactic pauses.
l AS, pp. 39-49.
M. Caster, " A Samaritan Scroll of the Hebrew Pentateuch ", Proceedings
of the Society of Biblical Archaeology. 1900, pp. 240-69 (= H P ) ; " A
Samaritan Manuscript of the Second or Third Century: A Palaeographical
in Studies and Texts in Fo&lore. Magic. Medieval Romance, Hebrew
Study
Apocrypha and Smnaritan Archeology (London, 1925-8), i. 462-82 (= PS ST).

".
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most detailed study was that of a phylactery (Codex Caster 1 103),
which serves as the starting point of our critique. Caster began
by cautioning his readers that " professional scribes will often
retain the archaic characteristics of the script which they are
copying ".l Even though his conviction of the truth of this
proposition did not deter him from ascribing dates to manuscripts on the basis of their writing, this statement begs the
question of the validity of the whole endeavour. If scribes do
indeed attempt to archaize and copy older traditions and writing
styles, is this not a total bar to progress in palaeography, as
suggested by Robertson and Talmon? On the contrary, the
fact that this tends to happen should quell one of the principle
doubts of palaeographers about the legitimacy of their techniques.
One of the real difficulties in western palaeography is the variation
in handwriting from scribe to scribe and even by the same scribe
from manuscript to manuscript. There is a real problem as to
whether one is assessing the development of style as a result of a
genuine orthographic evolution or assessing the individuality of
a writer's hand.' Where there are but few manuscripts for
cross-reference and comparison, our judgement about what we
are assessing inevitably tends to be subjective. Where there are
abundant manuscripts, so that we can compare the style of a given
scribe with other manuscripts written by him, we can produce an
average " of his style. If we are fortunate to have manuscripts
by several writers in a given period, we can soon discover whether
a writer's style is typical of his period or so unique as to be
valueless for this type of study. (As a corollary of this, we must
have reservations about palaeographic studies which produce
solid results from rather inadequate source material).3 If, in
66

See also the references to palaeography in " Samaritan Phylacteries and Amulets ",
Studies and Texts, pp. 387461 (= S P A ) .
l PS ST. p. 463.
Cf. Louis Stieg. A n Introduction to Palaeography for Librarians (Chicago,
1938), p. 72 (= IPL),
Whilst the number of these characters may be comparatively slight, the possibility for variation in forming each of them is almost
unlimited, since writing, by its nature, is a highly personal thing. It is apparent
not only in the writing of various scribes using the same script, but even in the
work of any single scribe at different periods.
Some of the very precise datings of pre-Christian Jewish writings from
Qumran may be more hopeful than real. One must suspect that the archaeo-

". . .
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Samaritan majuscule, scribes have been able to repress their
individuality to the extent that their hands have been described
as " relatively stereotyped ", then we may well be in the felicitous
position of being able to reduce the level of subjectivity in our
judgement of what is the average for a given period.
It is hoped to show that Samaritan majuscule script is no
exception to the principle that " script is an aspect of the general
civilization in a given period. It reflects, though on a smaller
scale, the ' style ' and tendency of its period **.l It is hoped to
show that both ductus and orthography varied, not so much from
scribe to scribe as from era to era. In support of this contention
it must be noted that the period of greatest change in Samaritan
majuscule script began in the sixteenth century after the Turkish
conquest of Palestine. In the second quarter of that century the
Samaritan Diaspora began to disintegrate and scribal activity was
centred increasingly on Nablus and Damascus and, eventually,
on Nablus alone. It is clear that, as life became more difficult
for the Samaritans and as their environment contracted after a
millennium and a half, so, too, did their script destabilize. (See
below scripts 15 and 16.)
It is also hoped to demonstrate that because of the clear development and change in orthography and ductus from era to era,
there are criteria available for a critical examination of scripts that
make it possible to detect attempts by scribes to engage in deliberate archaization, however good might be the attempt to simulate
an old manuscript hand. (See sequence 33 below and plate

6.)

A second factor considered by Caster is the relationship
between the epigraphy of stone inscriptions and the palaeography
of written manuscripts.' H e makes the valid point, overlooked
all too frequently, that most, though not all, stone inscriptions
are not dated. While dates are attributed to them by some
scholars on grounds which may seem firm enough to them,
logical evidence for the environment in which the scrolls and fragments were
found influenced the palaeographers more than they admit.
J. L. Teicher, " The Dead Sea Scrolls-Documents of the Jewish Christian
Sect of Ebionites ", JSS, 2 no. 2 (1951). p. 84 (= DJCE).
V S SS, pp. 465-70.
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different dates are attributed to the same inscriptions by others,
for reasons which seem to them equally valid.' In every case
where we are presented with epigraphic sequences for these
undated inscriptions we are dealing with conjectures. The
epigraphic sequences may be presented correctly, but we do not
know this for certain. Conjecture should not be the starting
point for epigraphic studies and, certainly, should not be allowed
to influence palaeographic studies? The evidence from undated
sequences is too insecure to be of value to us, especially in view
of Teicher's comments.
Teicher made the point (misunderstood by T r e ~ e r )that
~
no ' law of nature ' regulates the ' evolution ' of the script
in a given direction. . . . A scale of mere shapes of letters on an
' evolutionary line ' is largely fictitio~s."~Teicher is wrong if
he is trying to claim that there is no evolution in scripts, but he
is correct in stating that one cannot forecast an evolutionary line.
The development of scripts can only be described from texts or
inscriptions of known dates, for there are no natural or established
rules which direct the development of letters from one form to
another. Sixdenier expressed the point very precisely when he
wrote, L'Ctudiant ou l'amateur de palCographie pourra comparer (la critique n'est gu&e que comparaison) les traits saillants
des divers alphabets, mais devra se garder d'extrapolations
ou de conclusions precipitb : s'il y eut Cvolution du XIIe au
XVIIIe si6cle il est encore impossible d'en infCrer les tendances
66

...

66

l

For examples see the discussion of the age of the Yabneh inscriptions :

J. Kaplan, " A Samaritan Inscription from Yabneh " (reprint versions), BIES
reader, i (Jerusalem, 1965), 232-3 (= SIY), and I. Ben Zevi, "Note of theYabneh
Inscription ", ibid. 236-7 (= NYI) (both in Hebrew) and the disagreement
between A. L. Sukenik and I. Ben Zevi on the age of the Beit el Ma inscription
in the same volume (pp. 222-31). (The variation in spelling of the name of
I. Ben Zevi in this study reflects the various transliterations of his name in his
published works.)
Cf. J. A. Montgomery, The Smnaritans (Philadelphia, 1907), pp. 272-83,
" Script and Inscriptions " (= TS) ; S. Yonick. " The Samaritan Inscription
from Siyagha : A Reconstruction and Restudy ", Studii Biblici Franciscani Liber
Annuus, xvii (1967), 162-221 (=S13; J. Strugnell, " Quelques Inscriptions
Samaritaines ", Revue Biblique, Ixxiv (1967). 555-80 (= QIS).
J. C. Trever, "Some Comments on the Palaeography of the Dead Sea
Scrolls JJS. ii. 195-202.
DJCE, p. 8 f.

".
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probables des scribes au Xe si&cle."l These contentions are
amply demonstrated in our chronological sequence, below.
In his discussion of the evolutionif the lettering on inscriptions Caster suggested that the evidence may be complicated
by the nature of the stone. Thus, he suggested that the way the
rounded portions of beth, kaph, pe, dalet and resh were cut was
influenced by the stone.2 That he was correct in at least some
instances is certain. One has only to consider the shapes of
aleph and oao on the Kfar Qalil inscription,' or beth, resh and
dalet in the inscription published both by Pedersen and BenHaim,4 to see the influence of the stone on rounding and angularity.
One must note carefully that oao has a special ductus in the
manuscript majuscule in which the strokes are ligatured into one
continuous movement of the hand, whereas in the inscriptions the
ligatures are omitted and a special monumental ductus is found.'
This was the very point made by Teicher, who suggested that the
stonemasons might schematize letters and that ". . . in fine, the
correlation between epigraphic materials and manuscript is far
from being constant, and it is only with the utmost caution that
the latter can be compared with the former.""
Not only is the material itself likely to have influenced the
execution of the lettering, but the mason may have been quite
unskilled at writing. If he carved letters that had been traced
on stone for him, the product might well be different from his
own, untutored calligraphy. Both Kaplan7 and Ben Zevi8
-

~

LPS. p. 191.
PSST. p. 467.
I. Ben-Zvi, Sepher Hashomronim (revised edn.) (Je~salem. 1970). PI. 10
(= SH).
J. Pedersen, Inscriptiones Semiticae, (Oslo, 1928). pp. 15-25 (= IS), and
Z . Ben-Haim, " A Samaritan Inscription of the XIth Century ", BIES reader,
i. 238-46.
There may be one exception. If one compares the plate of the inscription
in IS with that in S. Bimbaum, The Hebreu, Scripts (London, 1954-7), vol. 2,
PI. 69 (- HS), or as published by Ben-Haim, loc. cit.. one may see a ligatured vao
in line 4. It is not evident in all these photographs and there could be some
l

trick of the light.
DJCE, pp. 80-81. Cf. also LPS, p. 189, " L'alphabet Samaritain, comrne
tous les alphabets, se diffbrencie selon la matikre sur laquelle il est trace.
Cf. also IPL, p. 78.
S I Y . p. 232.
N Y I , the conclusion is not so explicit here and one must search the whole
article for the clues.

'
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indicated that the scribe of the Yabneh inscription had little
facility with his task, Kaplan observing that " It is apparent that
the epigrapher had no expertise and struggled to confine the
text within its allotted area [my translation]." The same lack
of expertise is to be noted in the execution of other inscriptions.
It is instructive to scrutinize the photographs of the amulets
published in various places by Kaplan.' In all these examples
the amulets were wrought from bronze and the material may have
affected the incising of the text, for there is a considerable degree
of variation between the letters. In discussing the first of the
amulets Kaplan noted that " He [the scribe] was not up to his
task," and did not differentiate between the forms of aleph and
vav." The photographs also show that Kaplan has veered
towards standard forms for the letter shapes in his transcription,
for there is a greater variation between forms to be seen in the
Although Kaplan wrote of another amulet in his subsequent
publication " the lettering [is] obviously the work of a skilled
scribe4. . . , there is substantial variation between forms. One
would be hard pressed to find one letter that could be presented
as an average of its species to represent the script in a chronological discussion. Both Kaplan and Ben Zevi were wise not to
use the scripts of these amulets as the source of any discussion
of chronology.
It is for these reasons that the epigraphic sequences established
by other scholars are ignored in this study, which restricts itself
to palaeographic materials, except for one or two instances where
there are dated inscriptions to provide secondary evidence and
except where there is a peculiar feature that may lead us to believe
there was an attempt to imitate a literary ductus.'
Before leaving this discussion of the lessons to be learned
from Caster's work, there are two other factors of which we should
99

l J. Kaplan, " Two Samaritan Amulets ", IEJ, vol. 17, no. 3 (1967).
pp. 158-62 (= TSA), and " A Second Samaritan Amulet from Tel Aviv ", IEJ,
vol. 25, nos. 2-3, pp. 157-9 (= SSA). There were also Hebrew versions of
TSA, p. 158.
hese articles.
Cf. TSA, PI. 56A and B with the transcription. Cf. below, the comments
ton Purvis's work.
SSA, p. 158.
See SIS, p. 164, and below, the discussion of Purvis's work.
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take note. In referring to the role of the word-dividing dot in
Samaritan palaeography1 Caster reminds us, though he did not
express the point as an axiom, that in palaeography we must pay
attention to minutiae. Stieg made the same point, even suggesting that we should use the microscope, since it is often only
a minor detail that distinguishes one form from another.'
Unfortunately, Caster fell into the trap of using a single detail,
the dot between words, as a criterion of chronology, without
having sufficient comparative material to ensure that this criterion
was not a maverick, a trick of a particular scribe that was unconsciously anachronistic. It cannot be emphasized enough that as
wide a sample as possible of known dates must be the basis of
setting up an evolutionary table. Single features should not be
isolated as criteria of chronology.
One final point may be learned from Caster's various studies.
H e notes that all known Samaritan Bible codices are written in
majuscule and not minuscule characterS and that the script of
Samaritan Pentateuch scrolls tends to be of a special small
kind.4 In his study of the phylactery6 Caster noted that the
script included some letters of the " semi-uncial " i.e. minuscule
type. H e suggested that their presence in this manuscript serves
to confirm the age of this type of character.
Amongst the Samaritan manuscripts of Keble College,
oxford,"^ a phylactery of the same type as that described by
Caster. T h e parchment has been carefully ruled and scored to
make columns and provide lines from which to suspend the
letters. T h e manuscript has thus been written with the care
normally accorded to a sacred text such as the Pentateuch. T h e
first woid on the fifth line of the phylactery is hagdowl and it is
written in identical fashion to the word hagcrdowl in Caster's
phylactery (Codex Caster 1 103 (E), the last word on the first
line of the first c o l ~ m n ) with
, ~ a minuscule oao. One can only
PSST, pp. 469-70.
IPL, pp. 75-77.
S HP. pp. 247-8.
PSST, p. 475.
Ibid.
Supra p. 434. n. 2. The manuscript is now Keble College MS. 75. I am
most grateful to Mrs. Jean Robinson. Librarian of the College, for her help and
kindness to me both while I was in Oxford and since by supplying photographs.
Cf. PSST, facing p. 480 or the top portion of the manuscript published
as PI. 8, p. 80 in Caster's The Smnaritans (Schweich Lectures for 1923, London.

1925).
29
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suppose that in the writing of phylacteries there was a special
tradition for the palaeography of vao in the word hagcidowl.
Likewise Caster pointed to the approximation to the cursive
(" semi-uncial ") of the letters beth, mem, kaph, in his phylactery.
The self-same approximate cursive features1 are found in the
Keble College phylactery. This would seem to provide supporting evidence that there was a special palaeographical tradition
for phylacteries as there was for Pentateuchs. This should not
occasion particular surprise. After all, there are special traditions
for writing and making scrolls and codices for synagogue use in
the Jewish tradition, and, as it is hoped to demonstrate on
another occasion, there are similar traditions of " codicography"
in making Samaritan sacred texts.
Variation of the palaeographic tradition according to the
genre of the text must caution us against trying to set up a
palaeographic sequence from sources that are too heterogeneous.
If possible, it is wise to stick to one genre, e.g. to set up a palaeographical sequence entirely from dated Pentateuch manuscripts.
If that is not possible, then care must be taken to see that no
special traditions of writing attach to the manuscripts utilized.
In this study we have noted that the deeds of sale and transfer in
Pentateuch manuscripts are normally written in a script (called
here " legal " majuscule), which lacks the serifs and decoration
found in the body of the text, but the other non-Pentateuch
materials do not attach to themselves special writing traditions.
Having drawn so heavily on Caster's work to establish our
own modus operandi, it may seem churlish to set aside his
results without taking them into consideration. Unfortunately,
while he established what we can only vouchsafe to be sound
principles, or at least the kernels of sound principles, of methodology for Samaritan palaeography, in almost every application of
those principles to the texts he overstepped the bounds of caution
and drew conclusions that went far beyond the limits of the
By an approximate cursive we mean that the letter is neither majuscule nor
minuscule but has features of both. Thus, the tails of aleph and mem point
straight down without the bases that they show in the majuscule. On the contrary, beth has a more substantial basal stroke than is found in the majuscule ;
in fact it tends towards the length of the minuscule form. The origin of these
cursive or semi-cursive features is to be the subject of a special study.
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evidence. He also failed to present his comparative visual
material to the reader, so that too much reliance has to be placed
on his written judgement and we are unable to verify or deny
his concIusions without the most diligent search. For all this,
we cannot but acknowledge our debt to his pioneering work
before moving on to discuss the work of S. A. Birnbaum.'
We may repeat the criticism of Birnbaum given pre~iously,~
that he used far too small a sample. He offered only six examples
drawn from manuscripts (his P1. 70-75), of which he dated five
between the eighth century A.D. and the sixteenth and the sixth
in the twentieth. This gap of four centuries at the end of his
series is far too substantial to be bridged by only one script
(his P1. 75). since in that period Samaritan script showed greater
instability and more change than at any time in the rest of the
period covered by his series. T o relate the script of his P1. 75
to any of the preceding plates without a good deal of intermediate
evidence is most difficult, as can be seen from an examination of
our own script sequence, below. In any event, we must note
that two of the manuscripts are not dated at all, one being the
Abisha Scroll, which is a congeries of fragments of various ages
put together, in typical Samaritan fashion, as one codex, almost
certainly four centuries after the date ascribed to it in Birnbaum's
seriesa
Birnbaum presented his manuscript evidence as a supplement
to the epigraphic evidence which he offers in his Pls. 64-69. He
extrapolated from stone to parchment, apparently without
reservations. Only one of the inscriptions in his series has a
reasonable possibility of being dated, namely the inscription from
the Salbit synagogue (his no. 65) ; this would seem to be reasonably well dated, on archaeological grounds, to the fourth century
A.D. Even though there has been a suggestion that the architectural style associated with the Decalogue fragments (his nos.
66,67) points to their origin in the eighth century A.D.,Birnbaum
rejected this evidence as being too insecure and went on to date
l HS, op.

cit.

AS. pp. 40-41.
Cf. AS. Robertson, CCP, p. 6, makes a point, not otherwise noted, that there
is a trace of another Tashqil in the Abisha scroll, a clear indication that the scroll
is not one single original work.
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them on epigraphic grounds. While he may well be correct in
ordering the material in his particular chronological sequence,
we have no way of verifying his results. Reluctantly, therefore,
we must set aside his sequence, though we may find it convenient
to refer to his plates of dated manuscripts.
In 1960 Sixdenier' proposed some principles for further work
in Samaritan palaeography. One of his comments provides the
key to the problem of the apparent sameness of Samaritan
scripts over a period of some centuries. In his introductory
remarks he observed that : " L'alphabet Samaritain, comme
tous les alphabets, se diffkrencie . selon 19Cpoqueet la contre'e
[my italics] ou i1 est employk
though no evidence was
adduced to substantiate this. In none of the analyses of
Samaritan palaeography available to us is there any discussion of
differences in form or ductus from country to country or from
scribal family to scribal family. Yet such differences occur and
palaeographic discussions should not consider chronological
changes alone but should take account of chronological changes
inside identifiable national or scribal genres. If we may offer a
series of conclusions before presenting the evidence, we may note
that there is a whole group of Damascene manuscripts of known
dates (and other manuscripts of known date the provenance of
which would appear to be Damascus) which have a remarkable
resemblance to each other despite the fact that they are in different
hands and cover a span of some centuries. Once one has seen
and handled texts from this group there can be no mistaking the
script. One can look through a series of printed plates and
pick out those of Damascus provenance, at least until the early
fifteenth century, because of unmistakable characteristics. It
is quite clear that the features of this genre are not merely those
of period, or even of a single scribal family, but are those of the
place, and, we venture to suggest, of the training offered to those
scribes reared or raised in Damascus ;
foreign " scribes
writing in Damascus do not reproduce the genre. While the
whole genre is tolerably stable it nevertheless betrays some development. However, when it is considered, unselectively, with
scripts from Palestine (and Egypt?) it confuses the picture so
'LPS,op. cit.
Ibid. p. 189.
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much that the Samaritan script appears to be too stable to respond
to normal palaeographic techniques.
There is no doubt that we should also look for an Egyptian
genre in manuscripts of the Samaritan Pentateuch. There are
very few Egyptian manuscripts still extant and only four of these
have been seen by me.' (It is interesting that a number of
those which were written in Palestine were commissioned for
the Egyptian market, and it may well be that the dearth of
Egyptian manuscripts reflects the small number of Egyptian
scribes.) These manuscripts give us far too small a sample to
provide a basis for discussion, especially since two of them
belong to the late fifteenth century and one is undated. However,
there are indications from them and from a newly recorded Cairo
Cenizah fragment of the Samaritan Arabic version (TS16.317),
which must date to the half century A.D. 1275-1325, that the
Egyptian-Samaritan majuscule script had idiosyncracies of its own
which lead us to assume a genre. T h e basic idiosyncracies appear
to be the preservation of archaic forms of aleph and samech for
up to a century after they had changed in other Samaritan loci :
the fossilization of a round head on resh and bet : and a gimel
which does not have a thick left arm. Again one must remember
that our sample is small, and the scripts otherwise seem to have
proportional changes that accord with the changes in the other
genres.
In our discussion of the chronology of the Samaritan script,
forms of the Damascene genre are treated independently under
each letter heading as well as being considered in relation to the
total chronological process.
We must now substantiate the conclusions offered above.
There are numerous Samaritan Pentateuchs of Damascene
provenance. Here, we reproduce the following scripts. That of
These manuscripts are a Torah with Targum in Nablus, a copy of which
was available to me on microfilm in the Institute of Hebrew microfilms, the Jewish
National Library (film no. 31472) : the hand of Sedaqa ben Yusha, in Nablus
MS. 10 in the house of the High Priest : the hand of the deed of sale in the same
manuscript ; the hand of Ab Nesana b; Sedaqa in Sassoon 403 (available to me
in microfilm) who wrote in Egypt, as we know from other references to this
scribe; Paris 3, which might be Egyptian but is not unequivocally of Egyptian
provenance.
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B.L. Oriental 1443, undoubtedly written in Damascus and most
probably about A.D. 1349, or at the most a couple of years before
(see below, script 7).' The script of Bodley Oriental 140 (see
below, script 6)2; that part of the manuscript which was written
l The manuscript has a Tashqil on fos. 222V-223r, which relates that it was
completed (hlle, but the word may mean restored) in 1208 A.H.-179314, but
that the major part of the codex, that is, the original work before it became dilapidated, had been written by the Priest, Itharnar b. Aaron b. Ithamar b. Aaron
b. Abi O u i b. Pinhas b. Eleazar b. Netanel, b. Eleazar, priests in Damascus.
No date is given. The Tashqil is partly in the original hand and in part has been
copied on to newly-inserted pages and it repeats the name of the writer with
sufficient of the information spread between the older and the more recent hands
to indicate that the information it conveys is accurate. This same scribe wrote
his fourth Pentateuch in 744 A.H. (SH, p. 278). A deed of transfer and sale in
the manuscript on fo. 17IVindicates that the manuscript first changed hands
in 750 A.H. This deed of transfer is at the end of Numbers, i.e., in the place
where it is customary to find the first deed of transfer in a Samaritan manuscript. The terminus ad quern for the writing is thus 750 A.H. (= A.D. 1349)
but it is probably a couple of years before the sale of the manuscript. Note that
the same Itharnar is the witness to the sale of a Torah codex in Damascus in
A.D. 1361 (Cf. Or. 1770-2 = the Handlist of Hebrew und Samaritan MSS. in
the Library of the University of Cmnbridge by Herbert Loewe, revised and completed by J. D. Pearson and Raphael Loewe (= HUC), on MS. 714). Note also
that A. F. Von Gall, Der Hebraixhe Pentateuch Der Samaritaner (Ciessen, 1918).
p. xxi (= HPS), agrees that restoration took place in 1793, but declares the
manuscript to be thirteenth century, doubtless reproducing the B.L. catalogue
entry, almost verbatim. Kahle's additional comments in HPS, p. Ixxiv, would
support the observations above except that he tentatively reads the date of sale
The thirteenth-century
as 75(6) rather than 750A. H. (p lxxv-Hebrew).
dating cannot be supported in any way.
a The manuscript is a gallimaufry of fragments of various ages. There are
at least six hands involved, but we can date two of these, including the Damascene
hands. The Damascene hand is found on fos. 21-82, 10516. The Tashqi lis
partly in the Damascene hand and has been supplemented by another hand,
whilst there is a deed of sale and transfer on fo. 77 in the Damascus hand. The
first part of the Tashqil reads, " I am Jacob b. Ishmael b. Ab . . ." and the
continuing hand has added ". Havuri, in the year 741 A.H. and this is the fifth
[Torah] written, thanks be to Yahweh." The manuscript changed hands,
according to this deed, in Damascus, witnessed by Pinhas b. Abisha b. Pinhas.
The scribe would appear to have been Jacob b. Ishmael b. Ab(die1 b. Jacob b.
Pinhas b. Eleazar b. Netanel b. Eleazar b. Aaron), who wrote what appears to
have been his first Torah codex in A.D. 1331 and who died in A.D. 1349 (SH.
pp. 125, 272-3). Thus. though the Tashqil has two hands, the second part
fits so well with what we know of Jacob that we must suggest that it is part of a
reconstruction of the manuscript at a later date preserving genuine information.
Jacob was a member of the Darnascene priestly family and was reared, presumably,
in Damascus where he wrote his first Pentateuch. He died in Nablus according
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in 741 A.H. (= A.D. 1340) (i.e. fos. 21-82), written most probably
in Damascus, certainly by a scribe trained in the Damascus genre,
i.e. trained in Damascus. That of B.L. Cotton Claudius B V111
written in Damascus in 764 A.H. (= A.D. 136213) (see below,
script l l). According to the Tash9iZ1 there were three scribes,
Ithamar b. Aaron b. Ithamar of the High Priestly family in
Damascus, Joseph b. Ab Ozzi, and Abraham b. Ab Nes'an b.
Ab Se'adah b. Ab Hasdah, the Gerarite, a member of the Ikara
family. T h e script is that of fos. 103-4.= T h e Damascene
to Ben Zvi (SH, p. 125). Since the Pentateuch was sold in Damascus it may
have been written there. J. G. Fraser. " Documents from a Samaritan Genizah
in Damascus ", P.E.Q., July/December 1971, pp. 85-92 (= DSGD), indicates
that this manuscript was one of a group from Damascus sold to Bishop Ussher
in the seventeenth century through the Bishop's agent. Fraser indicates that it
may have been put together by drawing on fragments from a Genizah. While
the theory is an attractive one, we know that the Samaritans regularly resorted
to utilizing- fragments
of older materials and writing- new leaves to serve as the
transition between quires of older pages and to fill in lacunae. Sometimes
they merely crossed through surplus pages, where two older fragments were put
together and one section was duplicated in the juncture. The materials that were
re-used may not have come from a Genizah, though we cannot exclude that
~ossibilitv. The deeds of sale and transfer sometimes make special reference
to these defects, and they reassure the new owner that the manuscript is sound
and acceptable despite its fragmentary origin.
l Published in HPS, = N, p. xxii.
Only two hands are readily discernible in the text, though a third person.
Joseph b. Abraham b. Zaraptah, has written his name in the margin from fo. 196 ff.,
but this is extraneous to the text and not relevant to our scribes' work, since, in
spelling out his name in a Tashqil, he is forced to duplicate the initial letter of
lines, not utilizing the text proper, as in the case of a genuine Tashqil. The
first identifiable hand, a Damascene hand, is found from the beginning of the
manuscript to fo. 151' (the end of Lev. xxiv. 5), which is where the colophon
indicates that it should be. The other hand is that of Abraham b. Ab Nes'an b.
Ab Se'adah the Gerarite. Though the latter was writing in Damascus, his hand
is not a Damascene hand and, apparently, he was trained as a scribe in some other
centre. It is most difficult to separate the two Damascene hands between Gen. I
and Lev. xxiv. 5. Von Call, HPS, and Kahle, HPS, lxxii, offer no comment on
anv division before fo. 151. When this study was bepun
- the author considered
the manuscript to be the work of one scribe only and prolonged examination of
it failed to change this opinion. The possibility was then considered of Ithamar
lending his name to the manuscript to add lustre to it, since he was a member of
the ~ a m a s c u sHigh Priestly family. However, when a microfilm was used and
tested for " fit " between letters (see D. 458 below for this term) there were
discrepancies which indicated that two scribes had worked on the manuscript as
the colophon indicates and that they had worked together, one simply carrying
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scribes (that is, those scribes whose families are known to have
been well-established and were therefore of Damascene birth,
upbringing and training) wrote in a style so similar as to be
virtually identical (p. 451, n. 2). On the other hand Abraham,
whose designation by place-name rather than by family name
only, would seem to indicate that he was a newcomer to Damascus,
wrote rather differently.' This would argue for both the centre
and the scribal training there as being the source of this unique
and readily identifiable hand, rather than the mere chronology
of the writing, though this was demonstrably a factor.
Verification of these conclusions would appear to come from
the study of additional manuscripts of Damascus provenance.
Amongst these we may note Leiden MS. Oriental 6.' This
contains five hands, the first of which is comparatively late and
is probably that of a European scholar who may have been
influenced by his knowledge of the printed Samaritan font.'
This unknown scribe replaced the folios missing at the beginning
of the manuscript. The second (our script SA) and the third
scripts (our script SB) are of a Damascene genre, but we have
on where the other left off. Neither was responsible, therefore, for any substantial number of consecutive pages. There is so little difference between the
work of the two scribes that it is hard to establish which variations on folios are
caused by one scribe simply changing a writing implement or using a different
kind of ink. However, if fo. 103/& (some folios have two pencilled numbers ;
both are given) is compared with 1121115' and ", it can be seen that the top
right of the letter yad shows a different ductus. At first it was considered that
the ductus of dalet varied, but the same scribe seems to employ two alternative
forms of this letter.
For additionalinformationabout Abraham and his family see SH, pp. 11 1-12.
Ben Zevi's words are not precise, but they are clear enough to show that the
Nepna family was still localized in the Palestinian coastal settlement, but was
apparently moving from Cerar to other cities. Abraham's training may well
have been in Cerar. We may be justified in assuming that he was mature when
he came to Damascus.
I am grateful to the Keeper of the Oriental Manuscripts of the BibliotM
Der Rij&miuersiteit Te Leiden for permission to refer to this manuscript and for
his kindness in allowing me to consult it. Von Call, HPS, p. ix, C , describes it.
His description needs emendation as per the notes which follow.
Von Call (ibid.) makes the same suggestion as to the European origin of
this section, but does not comment on the apparent similarity to the printed
forms in the section which includes Cen. i. l-iv. 19. The script has an approximation to the double pica Leusdenian font.
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no name to put to them. We can date them, however. T h e
hand of the third scribe ends with the last word of the first
paragraph on fo. 122 and the fourth takes over without hiatus
(our script BC). This fourth hand is responsible for the colophon
on fo. 147 following1 and is that of Abraham b. Ab Nefusha b.
Ishmael of the Ikara family, who wrote in A.D. 1350. Since there
is continuity between scripts two, three and four, it would
seem that the three scribes wrote in the same place at the same
time. According to a deed of transfer and sale, the manuscript
changed hands in Damascus in the last quarter of the fourteenth
century A . D . ~ A fifth hand, also that of a member of the Ikara
family, restored the last folio of the text and added a note about
the restoration. This note appears to imply that the restoration
took place in the year the manuscript was actually written, an
unlikely circumstance. Since this fifth hand is that also of the
final deed of sale and transfer (fo. 170Y) and is dated to A.D. 140112,
we may suggest that it was in this year that the manuscript was
restored.' Thus, two of the scripts and one of the deeds of sale
and transfer would lead us to seek a Damascene provenance for
the manuscript. T h e fourth hand, that of Abraham, is not of
the true Damascus genre, but is close to it, though its angle of
slope is vertical rather than left to right. T h e ductus and
orthographies of shin and samech suggest that Abraham was
reared in an environment in which he had learned the Damascus
genre. We are not told from which branch of the Ikara family
he came, whereas the fifth scribe, Ab Kiwiti, a member of the
same family, who wrote quite differently, is said to have been
from the Gerar b r a n ~ h . ~This evidence inclines us to suggest
that Abraham was reared in Damascus of a family which came
from Cerar or Egypt originally.6 We may, then, draw finer
Printed in full ibid.
In the High Priesthood of Pinhas b. Ithamar, according to fo. 82". Pinhas's
tenure of oflice is noted in a number of manuscripts of the last quarter of the
fourteenth century and the beginning of the fifteenth. Cf. SH,pp. 278-9.
Von Gall, HPS,p. ix, takes the note at face value and dates it to A.D. 1350.
Kahle (ibid.) offers no comment on the date.
For details of the scribe see HPS,p. ix.
The Ikara family was normally localized in Egypt, not Damascus (cf. SH,
p. 228).
l
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conclusions and say that even if a scribe had been reared

in
Damascus, his scribal family may have influenced his ability to
write the Damascus genre, or the way in which he wrote that
genre.
Another example of the Damascus scribal style is to be found
in the work of Abraham b. Jacob of the Pigma family. H e
wrote the Pentateuch codex B.L. Oriental 6461 in A.D. 1339140.l
T h e Pigma family seems to have been localized in Damascus2
and, in the absence of information to the contrary, we are entitled
to assume that Abraham was reared and trained as a scribe there,
In commenting on this manuscript, Von Gzll (his MS. V) drew
attention to the similarities between its script and those of two
other Damascene manuscripts with the words, " V ist also eine
Schwesterhandschrift von A und B . .
His words would
appear to support our own conclusions about the Damascus
genre.
Abraham b. Jacob's manuscript is important for it helps us
resolve doubts as to whether this genre derived from a family
tradition-the
family of the Damascus ~riests-or whether it
was the product of a scribal school. Abraham was of a different
family from any of the other scribes cited, yet he wrote in a
similar way. Hence the Damascus genre would seem to be not
the product of a family tradition but the style of the centre and
a school of teachers.
For comparison with the scripts redrawn from the manuscripts, or, where noted, from microfilm, we present a plate to
indicate the general appearance of the genre. This is P1. 2,
showing a folio from Vatican Samaritan MS. I, a Pentateuch
written in 744 A.H. (= A.D. 1343). This manuscript changed
hands in Damascus in the period of the High Priesthood of
Pinhas b. Ithamar (see p. 453, n. 2) and was sold, according to
the deed of transfer and sale, by Zedakah of the family of
Ijalaph, the brother of the scribe, Seth b. H a k i m ~ hof the family
of );Ialaph. T h e manuscript would then have been written in
Damascus, as the text indicates.

HPS, pp. xxi-xxii for the full colophon and other details of the manuscript.
" H , pp. 1234 and 128.
a HPS, pp. xxi-xxii and Tafel I for a reproduction of MS. A.
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When we examine the Barberini Triglot (= Codex Barberini
Oriental I)l we begin to see that the Damascus style persisted
for nearly two and a half centuries, though we have insufficient
evidence of its beginnings to give precise chronological details.
Though the manuscript was reworked by several scribes, it was,
fundamentally, the work of a scribe of the Pigma family in
Damascus in A.D. 122617.' A copy of this script is shown in
our sequence (no. 4 - d r a w n from a microfilm projection in this
instance, not directly from the manuscript) and this may be
compared with Sixdenier's plate.' We see in this script the
early features of the genre. Here is the characteristic squaring of
the head of beth in some examples of the letter, whereas in other
examples the beth is rounded, as in the Palestinian style. There
is some trace of the " bird's-heading " which is a later characteristic of the genre. Beth, then, would indicate that the genre
was beginning its development. Heth, also, seems to have
developed the-slope of later examples in the genre but does not
yet have the same elegant length. Resh has the " bird's-head "
appearance, whilst shin has the characteristic rear slope. T h e
Barberini Triglot is different enough from Rylands MSS. 1 and
2 in its calligraphic style to indicate that these differences stem
from provenance and not chronology. We have some limited
information as to when the Damascus vogue ceased.
There is a facsimile in the British Library of a two-folio
manuscript fragment, the original of which may be in New York.4
T h e facsimile is numbered Or. 4446 and the script is reproduced
in our sequence (no. 14), taken from a microfilm. Fortunately
the folios give the date in the truncated remains of a Tashqil and
we learn that this was 901 A.H. (= A.D. 1495). T h e provenance
of the fragment is unknown but the script looks remarkably like
a later form of the Damascus genre. Some of the characteristics
of that genre are present, especially the " bird's-heading " and
the general elegance of the script, although heth is a little compressed. We cannot be certain about the provenance, but, if
l

HPS, pp. xiv-xvii

ibid.-p.-xiv.

for a description.

LPS. PI. I.
According to a note on the facsimile. The note may not be reliable since it
supplies the wrong date for the fragment.
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Damascus is indeed its source, then we are looking at the last
example of the genre known to the writer, for when we consider
a Damascus manuscript of A.D. 1524 we see no trace of this
style. This manuscript is Bodley Oriental 139,l one of a group
sent to Bishop Ussher from Damascus in the first quarter of the
seventeenth century.' One of the scripts (our script 17) is
dated A.D. 1524, but the remainder of the manuscript is not
datable. It is of the Damascene genre and of the early years
of the genre at that. While we may not use this script as a
chronological determinant, we may present it for comparison
with other samples of the genre. It is numbered script 2C in
our sequence.
Though we do not show further examples of the genre here,
there are several published plates of the same which give a clear
impression of the style.'
We must now provide some description of the genre to complete our proof of its existence.
The most marked characteristics of the Damascus style are
its elegance, regularity and size. For example, the aleph in the
Cotton Claudius B V111 script averages one centimetre in width
and 0.6 centimetres in height, a substantial size for an individual
letter but not unusual in the Damascus group. Not only are the
letters large, but they have a distinctive slope, leaning backwards
in the direction from which the scribe writes. This degree of
slope is about 30" from the vertical ; the vertical is the norm in
non-Damascene manuscript style. The basal stroke of beth also
tends to slope instead of being horizontal, the left side of the
base stroke being raised towards the first cross member. The head
of beth in the Damascus genre is squared, rather than rounded.
The head of beth looks not unlike the beak of a duck, with a
a
duck-like eye '' and a slightly crested top. This " bird'sheading " is also to be noted to a lesser extent in resh and dalet,
which also have large heads. The scripts of B.L. Or. 6461 and
Or. 1443 have a more rounded left upper portion than other
examples of beth in the genre, but the characteristic slope of the
6

For details cf. HPS, pp. xxivwcv, Ixxvii-lxxviii.

DSGD, p. 89.
Cf., for example. HPS, Tafel

IV, Figs. I

and 2.
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foot and the " bird's-heading " is echoed, to a lesser degree, in the
foot of nun, the left upper projection of het and the left side of the
foot of PE. It must be taken as a characteristic of the genre.
Another important characteristic of this genre, and one which
could be used as a criterion for identifying Damascus manuscripts which are dated but which have no indication of provenance, is the location of the lamed in relationship to other
letters on each line of writing. Lamed, in the majority of " early "
manuscripts (12th-14th centuries) available to us, is raised
above the ruled lines from which the other letters are suspended.
Its basal stroke is on a level somewhere between half way up and
the top of adjacent letters.' Our earliest example, in the
Damascus genre, the Barberini Triglot, follows the general
pattern, but all our later examples show the lamed suspended
from the scored lines in the same way as other letters. (Note
that in the work of the twelfth- and thirteenth-century scribes
on the coastal plain, the lamed takes an intermediate position
between the lowering of the Damascus genre and the elevation
of the Nablus tradition-see scripts 2A, B and 3.) Only the
letter shin remains above the general linear level.
Let us return to our critique of Sixdenier to see what else
we may learn from him. sixdenier himself presented only one
original plate. He suggested that there was adequate published
photographic evidence in the voluminous corpus of Samaritana
for the establishment of a palaeographic s e q ~ e n c e . ~It is true
that photographic resources can be most helpful in palaeographic
studies. Manuscript resources are the prerogative of a few
major libraries, principally in the northern hemisphere, and
permission is not always forthcoming to use them.3 Stieg,
describing the use of photography in palaeographic studies,
wrote : " T h e superiority of a photographic facsimile is apparent
since it is an actual reproduction rather than a copy, as were the
older lithographs and engravings." Because of the far-reaching
effect the introduction of photography has had on the study of
-

-

'For a convenient example see HS, vol. 2, P1.73.

LPS, p. 190.
At the time when this study was being researched in the field. access to the

Samaritan manuscripts in the Sassoon collection was not permitted.
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palaeography, Traube aptly describes the modern period in the
history of the subject as " Das Zeitalter der photographic *'.l
Some of the values of the use of photographic materials are
self-evident, especially in attempting to establish what is an
average " letter suitable for reproduction. Every letter varies
in size to some degree and when one redraws any letter for
reproduction as characteristic of a hand or a manuscript it is really
a subjective procedure in that one must induce what is the average.
In this study photography has been used in an attempt to reduce
this subjective element, or, at least, to check that forms chosen
were characteristic, by testing the fit between drawn forms and
a photographic copy. Since much of the drawing was done
directly from manuscripts in Holland and England, photographs
were needed to re-assess decisions made during the initial period
of work. Microfilm was especially useful, since it could be
projected to cover drawn forms of letters to see if they were
matched by a majority of the projected letters. For this match
the term " fit " was adopted. If the fit was poor because of
the variety of forms a letter took, an alternative form was drawn
and shown alongside the original, or the margin of variation of
any given letter was marked on that letter by a dotted line.
Occasionally, where there was no alternative, photographic
material alone has been used to supplement conclusions which
were based on direct acquaintance with the manuscripts, and,
where a complete photographic copy has been available, that may
have been the prime source of reference. Where this is so, a
note to that effect has been made in the discussion.
By the same token, one must attempt to establish whether a
whole script is an average script for its era or whether it is unique,
with no similarity to other scripts of the same era. There is no
place for the unique script in a palaeographic sequence. The
role of that sequence is to present what is common for a given
era, and photographic materials are a most useful resource in
checking what is common. Not only can the original researcher
check a script against many others of comparable age by means of
photographs, but readers of the finished work have the same
66

IPS, p. 61. The cpotation is from L. Traube, Vorlesungen und Abhandlungen,
Munich, 1909.
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means open to them to check that any sequence presented
represents the average.'
Having said this we must remember that there is no substitute
for handling the manuscripts themselves. Any attempt to set up
a palaeographic sequence which has not involved direct acquaind
tance with the originals runs the risk of failure. Often enough
it is only by very careful scrutiny that we can determine the way
in which a scribe wrote each individual letter. This information
is rarely to be gleaned from photographs, yet the differences
between the ductus of letters from era to era is prime knowledge
without which we cannot make full comparisons. T h e size and
blackness of letters is also important, and can be vital in studying
the Damascus genre, yet these are not necessarily shown on
photographs.
We have noted above (p. 450, n. 2) the propensity of Samaritan
scribes to incorporate older, fragmentary materials in a new
codex, and we are well aware of the habit of supplying single
folios in manuscripts that were becoming dilapidated. If one is
c resented with a single folio on a photograph how can one be
sure that this folio is representative of the scribe whose name
attaches toamanuscript? T h e photograph may even show an interpolated leaf of some other origin. One prerequisite for palaeographical work which includes photography should be that the
whole manuscript is available on microfilm or other photocopy
to guard against using unrepresentative material.
In fine, then, whilst photography is a most useful tool for the
palaeographer, it must be used with considerable care and, in
any event, must always be an adjunct to an actual examination of
a manuscript.
Our final lessons derived from studying the work of others
comes from an examination of Purvis's palaeographical ~ u r v e y . ~
Purvis was concerned to demonstrate the relationship between
Samaritan script and Jewish coin script, for which purpose he
l For example. a microfilm copy of Petermann MS. I, in my possession,
supplies at least seven different hands for comparison with material of known
date. There are many comparable photocopies available to scholars for this
type of cross-reference.
J. D. Purvis, T k Samaritan Pentateuch and the Origin of the Samaritan
Sect. Harvard Semitic Monographs. 1968.
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focused his study on epigraphic materials. His chronological
survey highlights a new problem for us, and, at the same time,
provides a most significant
clue to the relationship of stone and
parchment which makes possible some cross-references between
epigraphy and palaeography without overstepping the scientific
boundaries we have laid down for ourselves.
The problem is presented to us in his Table VI, where he
has what he avers to be a transcription of the " Leeds Fragment
If one compares the published transcription
Inscription ".l
with the original tablet,=one sees that the transcription ignores the
alternative forms on the tablet for aleph, befh, dalet, h< heth, yad,
lamed, mem, PE and shin. Some of these alternative forms are
significantly different and they serve to caution us that there may
well be a problem in using any transcribed material unless there
is some source available for checking its accuracy.'
While checking Purvis's transcription with the original
tablet, our attention was drawn to the fact that what are shown in
the manuscript forms as serifs, at the end of the basal strokes of
kaph, mem, nun and PE, appear in the Leeds inscription as
oblique strokes, inclined to the right. This form is found in one
of the Nablus inscriptions4 and is also to be seen in Ben Zvi's
table of Samaritan scripts.' One cannot see any way in which
this particular form can have developed from Hebrew coin
script and antecedent forms of Samaritan script. One also
finds that in the manuscri~tsthere is a difference in form between
the scripts of texts and the scripts of deeds of sale and transfer.
The latter tend to be written without the serif and the former
-

-

Ibid. Script no. 9 in Table 6. The pages at the end of the volume are
without number but Table 6 is on the equivalent of pp. 158-9. The source used
by the author for his drawing is not stated, but he cites in his bibliography
William Wright. "Note on a SamaritanTablet in the Leeds Philosophical Literary
Society and Library ", PSBA, vi (1887). 25-26, and this may be his source.
In the University of Leeds. I am most grateful to Dr. B. S. J. Isserlin.
who allowed me to consult this tablet and who made available to me photographs
of Samaritan manuscripts in his possession.
a It is interesting to note that Punis offers very few variant forms for each
of the scripts he presents, whereas E. Testa. " La Mitica Rigenerazione Della
Vita in Un Amuleto Samaritano-Cristiano Del IV Secolo ", Studii Biblici
Franciscani Liber Annuus, xxiii (1 973). 286-31 7, offered a number of alternatives
for almost every letter. This variety is what we would expect in stone inscriptions
HS, no. 68.
SH, PI. 8.
for reasons already discussed.
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with it. It would seem from this that the serif is a literary device
employed in the careful penmanship used by scribes in writing
sacred texts, whereas, when writing legal documents such as
deeds of sale and transfer, they felt freer to write in a more
flowing style. T h e oblique strokes described force one to take
account of Yonick's view that inscriptions sometimes betray a
literary ductus transposed directly on to stone whereas, at other
times, inscriptions are in a truly monumental style.' It soon
became evident that in the earliest dated examples of majuscule
available to us, in all the possible genres, the serifs were an
integral part of the letters. In the course of time, however,
the proportionate size of the serifs changed, becoming smaller.
As their size changed, their nature changed. Instead of remaining integral parts of the letters, they became ornaments
which varied in style from era to era. One can account for this
by suggesting that the freer majuscule used in legal documents
gave way, in the course of time, to a minuscule hand. Instead
of two majuscule styles in common vogue there was a majuscule
and a minuscule in common usage, as a result of which the
distinction between the two majuscule types was forgotten and
the traditional letter forms destabilized. T h e nature of the
serif and its proportion to the rest of the letter becomes, therefore,
a useful and reasonably reliable criterion for assessing the age of
given majuscule hands. As a result of these observations we
are able to establish further criteria relating to the relationship
of epigraphy and palaeography. In addition to our previous
strictures, we should note that the majuscule of deeds of transfer
and sale, written sans serif, is likely to be much freer in form than
any of the monumental forms. We find more variation between
letters in this " legal " majuscule and a little different ductus,
from the " formal " majuscule of the texts. We should be wary
of comparing " legal " majuscule and stone-cut forms. However, the majuscule of sacred texts may be not too remote from
those few dated inscriptions which also have a literary ductus,
and some comparison may be made between them as long as
due caution is e ~ e r c i s e d . ~
SIS, p. 164.
The second part of this article will appear in the following number of the
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